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1. Instruments of the Greek coinmaker.

2. Tetradrachm of Syracuse (c. 412-400 B.C.), inscribed KIMON (the artist's signature) on both obverse and reverse. (Hirmer Fotoarchiv)

3. Tetradrachm of Syracuse (c. 415 B.C.), showing EYAINETO (the artist's signature). (Hirmer Fotoarchiv)

4. Denarius of Rome (124–103 B.C.), showing abbreviated signature of Publius Maenius Antiacus (the artist). (British Museum)

5. Tetradrachm of Syracuse (c. 412–400 B.C.), showing signature of Euclidean (the artist). (Hirmer Fotoarchiv)

6. Tetradrachm of Clazomenae (c. 375 B.C.), inscribed Theodotus epoie (Theodotus made it). (Hirmer Fotoarchiv)

7. Stater of Ephesus (c. 600 B.C.), inscribed Phanēos eimi sēma (I am the sēma of Phanos). (British Museum)

8. Stater of Gortyna (c. 450 B.C.), inscribed Gortynos to paima (This is the coin of Gortyna). (Hirmer Fotoarchiv)

9. Gem belonging to Thersis, inscribed Therios eimi sama, mē me anoigē (I am the sēma of Thersis, open me not). (O. Rossbach, "Griechische Gemmen," Archäologische Zeitung 41 [1883], pl. 16, no. 19.)

10. Didrachm of Selinus (c. 520 B.C.), showing wild parsley leaf (canting badge). (Hirmer Fotoarchiv)

11. Stater of Rhodes (c. 375 B.C.), showing rose (canting badge) and inscribed Rodion. (Hirmer Fotoarchiv)

12. Stater of Melos (c. 420–416 B.C.), showing apple (canting badge). (Hirmer Fotoarchiv)

13. Stater of Euboean League (411–410 B.C.), showing cow (canting badge). (Hirmer Fotoarchiv)
14. Stater of Side (c. 460 B.C.), showing pomegranate (canting badge). (Hirmer Fotoarchiv)
15. Stater of Phocaea (c. 550 B.C.), showing seal (canting badge) and inscribed φ. (Hirmer Fotoarchiv)
16. Florin (fiorino d’oro) of Florence (1252), showing lily (canting badge). (British Museum)
17. Ducat of Venice (1284) inscribed SIT.T.XRE.DAT.Q.TV.REGIS.ISTE.DUCAT. (British Museum)
18. Noble of England, Edward III (1351-77), inscribed I H c AUTEM TRANSIENS PER MEDIUM ILLORUM IBAT. (British Museum)
19. Dinar of Beni Nasr, Granada, Muhammad IV (1325-33). (British Museum)
20. Dinar of Ayyubids, Saladin (1175-76). (British Museum)
21. Onlik of Ottoman Empire, Ahmad III (1703). (British Museum)
22. Mohur of Mogul Empire, Jahangir (1606). (British Museum)
23. Denier of France, Carolingian, Charlemagne (781-814). (British Museum)
25. Tetradrachm of Camarina (c. 410 B.C.). (British Museum)
26. Tetradrachm of Athens (480-400 B.C.). (British Museum)
27. Stater of Croton (c. 550-530 B.C.), incuse. (Hirmer Fotoarchiv)
28. Stater of Ami- (or Asi-) (c. 550-530 B.C.), incuse. (Hirmer Fotoarchiv)
29. Stater of Metapontum (c. 550-530 B.C.), incuse. (Hirmer Fotoarchiv)
30. Coin of Byzantium, Romanus IV Diogenes (c. 1067-70), inscribed OS ELPIKE PANTA KATORTHOI / PARTHENE SOI POLUAINE. (British Museum)
31. Decadrachm of Acragas (c. 412-411 B.C.). (Hirmer Fotoarchiv)
32. Coin of Britain, Marcus Aurelius Carausius, inscribed Expectate veni. (British Museum)
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